
Monday
01/11/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Q2W8 Spelling/
Vocabulary Words:
Lesson 15b
Students will spell and
be able to define
spelling words:
millionaire, octagon,
kilogram, kilometer,
decathlon.
Students will be able to
define the Greek
Prefixes for Numbers
and the metric prefixes
for numbers:
mono- one
di - two milli -

thousandth
tri - three centi -

hundredth
tetra - four deci -

tenth
penta - five deca -

ten
hexa - six hecta -

hundred
hepta - seven kilo -

thousand

Tuesday
01/12/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Q2W8 Spelling/
Vocabulary Words:
Lesson 15b
Students will spell and
be able to define
spelling words:
millionaire, octagon,
kilogram, kilometer,
decathlon.
Students will be able to
define the Greek
Prefixes for Numbers
and the metric prefixes
for numbers:
mono- one
di - two milli -

thousandth
tri - three centi -

hundredth
tetra - four deci -

tenth
penta - five deca -

ten
hexa - six hecta -

hundred
hepta - seven kilo -

thousand

Wednesday
01/13/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Q2W8 Spelling/
Vocabulary Words:
Lesson 15b
Students will spell and
be able to define
spelling words:
millionaire, octagon,
kilogram, kilometer,
decathlon.
Students will be able to
define the Greek
Prefixes for Numbers
and the metric prefixes
for numbers:
mono- one
di - two milli -

thousandth
tri - three centi -

hundredth
tetra - four deci -

tenth
penta - five deca -

ten
hexa - six hecta -

hundred
hepta - seven kilo -

thousand

Thursday
01/14/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Q2W8 Spelling/
Vocabulary Words:
Lesson 15b
Students will spell and
be able to define
spelling words:
millionaire, octagon,
kilogram, kilometer,
decathlon.
Students will be able to
define the Greek
Prefixes for Numbers
and the metric prefixes
for numbers:
mono- one
di - two milli -

thousandth
tri - three centi -

hundredth
tetra - four deci -

tenth
penta - five deca -

ten
hexa - six hecta -

hundred
hepta - seven kilo -

thousand

Friday
01/15/2021

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Spelling Formative

Vocabulary Formative

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
VLT 2 - Q2B
SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

Once students finish test
they will work to finish
any incomplete centers
and have independent
reading time.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
13 COLONIES UNIT:
Colonial Jobs 3 days

Students will make sure
all notes are completed
to use as study notes for
next weeks summative
assessment. Students
will be given time to
make note cards to help
them study.
Standards
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octa - eight mega
- million
ennea - nine giga -

billion
deca - ten tera -

trillion

WRITING OPINION
UNIT:
Model introductory
paragraph. - 4a

Model body paragraph 1
-5a

• Model the T + P, include the define it strategy as the next sentences.
• Add evidence.
• Include the opposing side but saying it is RIDICULOUS!

Standards
LAFS.5.L.1.1 Demonstrate
command of the conventions
of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or
speaking. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.1.2.c Link ideas
within and across categories
of information using words,
phrases, and clauses (e.g., in
contrast, especially).
LAFS.5.W.1.1 Write opinion
pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
with reasons and information.
(DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.1.1.a Introduce a
topic or text clearly, state an

octa - eight mega
- million
ennea - nine giga -

billion
deca - ten tera -

trillion

WRITING OPINION
UNIT:
Release Body
Paragraph 2 - Step 6b

Students will use “It’s
insane to think”
Standards

LAFS.5.L.1.1 Demonstrate
command of the conventions
of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or
speaking. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.1.2.c Link ideas
within and across categories
of information using words,
phrases, and clauses (e.g., in
contrast, especially).
LAFS.5.W.1.1 Write opinion
pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
with reasons and information.
(DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.1.1.a Introduce a
topic or text clearly, state an
opinion, and create an
organizational structure in
which ideas are logically

octa - eight mega
- million
ennea - nine giga -

billion
deca - ten tera -

trillion

Spelling Vocabulary
Formative Assessment
WRITING OPINION
UNIT:
Step 6c - Reteach from
student work.

Model conclusion Step
7a

Standards
LAFS.5.L.1.1 Demonstrate
command of the conventions
of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or
speaking. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.1.2.c Link ideas
within and across categories
of information using words,
phrases, and clauses (e.g., in
contrast, especially).
LAFS.5.W.1.1 Write opinion
pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
with reasons and information.
(DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.1.1.a Introduce a
topic or text clearly, state an
opinion, and create an

octa - eight mega
- million
ennea - nine giga -

billion
deca - ten tera -

trillion

WRITING OPINION
UNIT:
Students will produce
final draft of Best After
School Program writing
prompt. Using plans,
drafts, and teacher
models from previous
lessons.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
USING DEATIALS TO
SUPPORT
INFERENCES
READY READY
LESSON 10

Teacher will will work
through the text Sir
Gawin and the Green
Knight with students to
identify inferences that
can be made about the
main character and find
text evidence to support
the inferences. Pgs. 164,
165, 168

SS.5.A.4.2 Compare
characteristics of New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.5.A.4.4 Demonstrate an
understanding of political,
economic, and social aspects
of daily colonial life in the
thirteen colonies.
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opinion, and create an
organizational structure in
which ideas are logically
grouped to support the
writer's purpose.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
USING DEATIALS TO
SUPPORT
INFERENCES
READY READY
LESSON 10

Teacher will will work
through the text Sir
Gawin and the Green
Knight with students to
identify inferences that
can be made about the
main character and find
text evidence to support
the inferences. Pgs. 164,
165, 168

Centers:
IREADY
IXL & CURSIVE
WEEKLY WRITING
PROMPT/
INDEPENDENT
READING
SPELLING/
VOCABULARY

grouped to support the
writer's purpose.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
USING DEATIALS TO
SUPPORT
INFERENCES
READY READY
LESSON 10

Students will will work
through the text The
Story of Sir Gareth and
Lynette with a partner to
identify inferences that
can be made about the
main characters and find
text evidence to support
the inferences. Pgs. 166,
167, 169. Teacher will
monitor and help
students as needed.
Teacher will review
whole group and
facilitate discussions
based on students
answers.

Centers:
IREADY
IXL & CURSIVE
WEEKLY WRITING
PROMPT/

organizational structure in
which ideas are logically
grouped to support the
writer's purpose.

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
USING DEATIALS TO
SUPPORT
INFERENCES
READY READY
LESSON 10

Students will will work
through the text Sir
Arthur and the Sword
with students to identify
inferences that can be
made about the main
character and find text
evidence to support the
inferences. Pgs.
170-175. Teacher will
pull students individually
to check for
comprehension and
monitor understanding of
topic.

Centers:
IREADY
IXL & CURSIVE
WEEKLY WRITING
PROMPT/
INDEPENDENT
READING

Centers:
IREADY
IXL & CURSIVE
WEEKLY WRITING
PROMPT/
INDEPENDENT
READING
SPELLING/
VOCABULARY

Standards
LAFS.5.RL.1.1 Quote
accurately from a text when
explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.
(DOK 2)
LAFS.5.RL.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative
language such as metaphors
and similes. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.c Pose and
respond to specific questions
by making comments that
contribute to the discussion
and elaborate on the remarks
of others.
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.d Review the
key ideas expressed and
draw conclusions in light of
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Standards
LAFS.5.RL.1.1 Quote
accurately from a text when
explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.
(DOK 2)
LAFS.5.RL.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative
language such as metaphors
and similes. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.c Pose and
respond to specific questions
by making comments that
contribute to the discussion
and elaborate on the remarks
of others.
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.d Review the
key ideas expressed and
draw conclusions in light of
information and knowledge
gained from the discussions.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
13 COLONIES UNIT:
Colonial Jobs 3 days

Students will work
through a digital link and
thing activity to research
different colonial jobs

INDEPENDENT
READING
SPELLING/
VOCABULARY

Standards
LAFS.5.RL.1.1 Quote
accurately from a text when
explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.
(DOK 2)
LAFS.5.RL.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative
language such as metaphors
and similes. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.c Pose and
respond to specific questions
by making comments that
contribute to the discussion
and elaborate on the remarks
of others.
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.d Review the
key ideas expressed and
draw conclusions in light of
information and knowledge
gained from the discussions.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
13 COLONIES UNIT:
Colonial Jobs 3 days

SPELLING/
VOCABULARY

Standards
LAFS.5.RL.1.1 Quote
accurately from a text when
explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.
(DOK 2)
LAFS.5.RL.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a
text, including figurative
language such as metaphors
and similes. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.c Pose and
respond to specific questions
by making comments that
contribute to the discussion
and elaborate on the remarks
of others.
LAFS.5.SL.1.1.d Review the
key ideas expressed and
draw conclusions in light of
information and knowledge
gained from the discussions.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
13 COLONIES UNIT:
Colonial Jobs 3 days

information and knowledge
gained from the discussions.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
13 COLONIES UNIT:
Colonial Jobs 3 days

Students will play a
scoot review game to
review important topics
from our 13 colonies
unit.
Standards

SS.5.A.4.2 Compare
characteristics of New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.5.A.4.4 Demonstrate an
understanding of political,
economic, and social aspects
of daily colonial life in the
thirteen colonies.
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and fill in the notes in
the colonial jobs packet.
Standards

SS.5.A.4.2 Compare
characteristics of New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.5.A.4.4 Demonstrate an
understanding of political,
economic, and social aspects
of daily colonial life in the
thirteen colonies.

Students will work
through a digital link and
thing activity to research
different colonial jobs
and fill in the notes in
the colonial jobs packet.
Standards

SS.5.A.4.2 Compare
characteristics of New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.5.A.4.4 Demonstrate an
understanding of political,
economic, and social aspects
of daily colonial life in the
thirteen colonies.

Students will work
through a digital link and
thing activity to research
different colonial jobs
and fill in the notes in
the colonial jobs packet.
Standards

SS.5.A.4.2 Compare
characteristics of New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.5.A.4.4 Demonstrate an
understanding of political,
economic, and social aspects
of daily colonial life in the
thirteen colonies.
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